In distributed query processing, the semijoin has been used as an effective operator in reducing relations refer enced in the query to reduce the total amount of data transmission. In this paper, we propose a new rela tional algebra operator, 2-way semijoin, which is an extended version of the semijoin, for more cost-effective distributed query processing. The 2-way semijoin is compared to the semijoin in terms of the reduction power and the propagation of reduction effects. We show that the 2-way semijoin has more reduction power than the semijoin and that the propagation of reduction effects by the 2-way semijoin is further than by the semijoin.
Introduction
In a distributed database system, processing a distri buted query involves data transmission among the different sites of the computer network. In a system where the communication cost is a dominant factor among the costs of system resources, that is, the local processing cost is negligible compared to the data transmission cost, it is essential to reduce the total amount of data transmission to process a distributed query. In such a system, the optimal query processing strategy is defined as the strategy which can answer the query with minimum data transmission. Given a distributed query in such a system, how to generate an optimal processing strategy has been a great interest to a number of researchers [21, 4, 18, 2, 5, 6, 22, 231 . In these papers, a given distributed query is processed by the following 3 phases:
(1) Local processing phase: at each site involved in the query processing, all local processing such as selections from relations and projections on the joining and target attributes is performed I (2) Reduction phase: executes a semijoin program (a sequence of semijoins) generated by the query optimization algorithm to reduce relations in a cost-effective way and thus, to reduce the total amount of data transmission. (3) Final query processing phase: selects a final processing site and sends all reduced relations to that site where the final query processing is per formed to answer the query. In this framework, the core of the optimization is in the reduction phase and the primary concern of a query optimization algorithm is to generate a semijoin program that will be used in this phase. The major difference from algorithm to algorithm lies in how to generate such semijoin programs. Several algorithms to generate the optimal processmg strategy have been proposed for some restricted class of queries such as simple queries [17] , tree queries [24, 131. chain queries [121 and star queries [8, 91 . However for general queries with arbitrary complexity, even for queries with very primitive complexity, to generate an optimal processing strategy is proved to be NP-hard [ 17, 23, 161 . Therefore, the optimization algorithms for general queries heavily depend on heuristics. Despite the differences in their heuristics, it is common for all algorithms that the semljoin [31 is used as an effective operator to reduce relations. In this paper, we propose a new relational operator, which we call a 2-way semijoin, for more cost-effective distributed query processing. A 2-way semijoin is an extended version of the semi join and like the semijoin, it r.an be used as an effective operator to reduce rela tions.
I In the case of distributed database with replicated and /or fragmented relations, we assume that a set of non redundant copies referenced in the query is pre-selected before processing begins.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 of this paper, we review the semijoin in distributed query processing. In section 3, we define the 2-way semijoin and compare it to the semijoin in terms of the reduction power and the propagation of reduction effects. Concluding remarks are in section 4.
Using Semijoins in Distributed Query Processing

Semijoin
Consider a semijoin from Ri to R i on attribute A .2 Let us denote this semijoin as Hi -A -Ri' The result of the semijoin Ri -A -Ri is the projection on the attributes of Ri of the join of Ri and Ri' Suppose, in a given distributed query, a join is to be computed between relation Ri at site i and relation Ri at site i on attribute A, i oF i. To reduce the total amount of data transmission in computing the join, semijoins are used to reduce relation Ri and/or Ri before they are sent to the final processing site where the join of Ri and Ri is computed. The semi join Ri -A -Ri is computed by the following steps:
( 1 ) Send Ri [A J from site i to i.
(2) Reduce Ri by eliminating tuples whose attri bute A are not matching any value in Ri [A J.
Step (1) of the semijoin incurs the cost of the semijoin and step (2) returns the benefit of the semijoin.
Cost and Benefit of Semijoin
Consider a semijoin Ri-A -Ri when Ri and Ri are at different sites. Let the transmission cost be 1 per data unit transmitted. Then, the cost of the semi Jom IS
S(Ri [A])
where S (R) is the size of relation R. Suppose this semijoin reduces Ri to Ri' . Then, the benefit is S(Ri) -S(Ri' )
A cost-effective semijoin is a semijoin whose benefit exceeds the cost. Given a distributed query, let IFS be the initial feasi ble strategy which is a processing strategy by which no relation referenced in the query is reduced before they are sent to the final query processing site. By adding a cost-effective semijoin to IFS, we can transform IFS 2 We assume that the renaming rules are applied to the joining attributes such that the common joining attributes have the same attribute name 124, 251 . We also assume that when there are more than one joining attributes between two relations, we consider th e semijoins on each attribute separately. These assumptions will also be used in defining the 2-way semijoin in section 3 for the notational convenience.
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to an improved strategy. In general, by adding a cost effective semijoin to the current strategy, we can transform it to an improved one.
Cost and Benefit Estimation
To estimate the cost and benefit of a given semijoin, it is assumed that the database profile is maintained in the system catalog. The database profile consists of two parts: statistics on relations and statistics on domains of attributes. That is, the database profile includes: for each relation R , its cardinality, the average size of a tuple and, for each attribute of R, the number of occurrences of the unique values; for each domain of an attribute, its cardinality and the average size of a value. Assuming the uniform distribution of attribute values and the independent distribution of values across attri butes, the cost and benefit of semijoins can be estimated using the selectivities of joining attributes [4, 19] . Since it would be very expensive to dynamically keep the database profile up-to-date against every database update, it is brought up-to-date usually off line on a periodic basis.
2-way Semijoin
The original relational algebra operator is either a unary or a binary operator which produces only one result relation [14] . Some extensions to the relational algebra have been considered by allowing operators to produce more than one result relations [15, 1] . We define a new relational operator, 2-way semijoin, which is an extended version of the semijoin. The 2-way semijoin is an extended operator in the sense that it produces two semijoins from its operands.
Definition of 2-way Semijoin
Formally, the result of a 2-way semijoin of Ri and Ri on attribute A is a set of two relations {Ri' ,Ri' } where Ri' (Rj' ) is the projection on the attributes of Ri (Ri) of the join of Ri and Rj.3 Let us denote the 2-way semijoin of Ri and Ri on attribute A as
Semantically, Ri �A -Ri reduces Ri and Ri to Ri' and Ri' ,respectively such that (1) join( R;' ,Ri' ) = join( Ri, Ri) and (2) There is no pair of relation states
Suppose that a join is to be computed between relation 
Cost and Benefit of 2-way Semijoin
The result of a 2-way semijoin t: Ri -A -Rj is identical to the results of two separate semijoins s: Ri -A-Rj and sr: Rj-A -Ri . That is, the reduction effects of t are the same as those of s and sr. Thus, the benefit of t is the sum of the benefits of s and sr. Suppose t reduces Ri and Ri to Ri ' and Ri' , respectively. Then, the benefit of t which is due to reduction in step (2) and (4) of comput
However, in general, the cost incurred in computing t is different from the sum of costs incurred in comput ing s and sr. The cost of t which is incurred in step
(1) and (3) of computing t is
while the sum of costs of sand s r is
or if s r is delayed until s is finished, the sum of costs would be
In Ri [A Im and Ri (A I"m' m and nm stands for match and not match, respectively.
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AB is the case in the semijoin, a cost-effective 2-way semijoin is a 2-way semijoin whose benefit exceeds the cost. By adding a cost-effective 2-way semijoin to IFS, we can transform IFS to an improved strategy. In general, by adding a cost-effective 2-way semijoin to the current query processing strategy, we can transform it to an improved one. 
It is straightforward to observe that w > a and that
For a semijoin Ri -A -+Rj, if it is cost-effective, then the 2-way semijoin Ri +-A -+Rj is also cost-effective.
CorolJary 2
For a 2-way semijoin Ri +-A -+R " if it is not cost effective, then the semijoin Ri -A -+Rj is not also cost-effective.
Lemma 1 states that the extension of the semijoin to the 2-way semijoin is done in a cost-effective way: no matter what the cost and the benefit in the first two steps of computing a 2-way semijoin, the last two steps are always performed cost-effe ctively. We also note that the cost-effectiveness of the last two steps is independent of any particular cost and benefit estima tion technique. By Lemma I and Lemma 2, for two relations to be joined, even when only one or none can be reduced cost-effectively using semijoins, both may be reduced cost-effectively using a 2-way semijoin
Propagation of Reduction Effects
Given a query Q, let JQ be the set of join clauses of Q, and let JQ + be the transitive closure of JQ, that is, the set of all the join clauses inferred by JQ. A join clause Ri.A = Rj.A in JQ + is associated with two semijoins: Ri-A -+Rj and Ri-A -+Ri' and two 2-way semijoins: Ri +-A -+Rj and Rj +-A -+Ri .
Although the latter two are the same operations by definition, we distinguish the two because they incur different amount of data transmission costs when Ri and Rj are at different sites. For a given query Q , let S be the set of all the possible semijoins associated with JQ +. S is partitioned into two subsets Se and Se where � is the set of all the cost-effective semi joins and Se is S -Se. Similarly, let T be the set of all the possible 2-way semijoins associated with JQ +.
T is partitioned into two subsets Tt and Te where Tt i §..! he set of all the cost-effective 2-way semijoins and Tt is T -Tt .
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Given a query, S, Se , s: and T, Tt, Tt are initial ized as defined above. Initially, it is obvious that I SI = I T I and, I Se I ::S I Te I· In the latter, the equality holds by Corollary I and the inequality holds by Lemma 2.
In this section, we compare the 2-way semijoin to the semijoin in terms of the propagation of reduction effects. When a semijoin in S is selected by the query optimization algorithm as the next semijoin in the query processing strategy, its reduction effects are pro pagated to other semijoins in S: the cost and the benefit of some semijoins in S are �ated and thus, some semijoins in St may move to S. and vice versa. Similarly, when a 2-way semij oin in T is selected as the next 2-way semijoin in the query processing stra tegy, its reduction effects are propagated to other 2-way semijoins in T: the cost and the benefit of some 2-way semijoins in T are updated and thus, some 2-way semijoins in Tt may move to Tt and vice versa. Suppose that a semijoin s: Ri -A -+ Rj in S is selected. Then, there are four types of semijoins in S which are directly interacting with S (see Fig. 3 .1). type-I: Ri -B -+R" type-2: R" -B -+ Rj type-3: Ri -B -+ R" type-4: R" -B -+ Ri Suppose that a 2-way semijoin t: Ri +-A -+Rj in T is selected. Then, there are also four types of 2-way semijoins in T which are directly interacting with t (see Fig. 3 .2). type-I: Rj +-B -+R" type-2: R" +-B -+Rj type-3: Ri +-B -+R/c type-4: RI; +-B -+Ri When a semi join s in S is selected, the semijoin S I in S which directly interacts with 8 is denoted as S I' after the cost and the benefit of s I are updated due to the reduction effects of 8. Then, with respect to s, let tl.D (8 d be D (SI' ) -D (SI)' Similarly, when a 2-way semijoin t in T is selected, the 2-way semijoin t I in T which directly interacts with t is denoted as t l' after the cost and the benefit of t 1 are updated due to the reduction effects of t. .AJ3 for interactions among 2-way semijoins, we have the following lemmas.
Lemma 3
Let t and u be 2-way semijoins such that u is either of type-I or of type-3 with respect to t. Then, after t is performed, t:J.D + ( u) :::; O.
Proof
Let t be Ri -A -Rj and u be R j -B -Rio (of type-I, see Fig. 3.2 Let t and u be 2-way semij oins such that u is either of type-2 or of type-4 with respect to t. Then, after t is performed, t:J.D +( u) � o.
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Proof Let t be Ri -A -Ri and u be Rio -B -R i (of type-2, see Fig. 3.2) . Using the notations in the proof of Lemma 3, t:J.D+(u) = t:J.B+(u) -t:J.O+(u).
After t is performed, Ri is reduced but R k is not affected. Thus, when u is performed after t, it is always that t:J.B+(u) � O. Therefore, if t:J.O+(u) :::; 0, then t:J.D +( u) � O. Otherwise, it should be that t:J.B+(u) � t:J.O+(u).
In case u is performed before t, let m, n be I R " [ B l m L I R k I B lnm I, respectively. In case u is performed after t, let m' ,n' be
Let w be the size of a tuple of R k and let b be the size of a value of attribute B . case:m>n/\m' >n': t:J.O+(;)=bXn' -bXn =bX(n'-n)
Since n' � n , t:
However, t:J.B+(u) > w X(n' -n).
Since w � b, t:J.B1u) � t:J.O+(u).
case : m > n /\ m' < n' : t:J.O+(;-)=bxm'-bXn =bX(m'-n)
Suppose t:J.O+( u ) :::; 0
The proof for type-4 2-way semijoin is the same by switching Ri and R j . 0 Based on these interactions, we compare the propaga tion of the reduction effects of t to type-i 2-way semi joins in T to that of s to type-i semijoins in S, i =1,2,3,4, respectively. All the conditions stated below can be formally quantified.
type-!
Let SI and t 1 be a type-I semijoin and a type-I 2-way semijoin, respectively (see Fig. 3 
type-2
Let 82 and t 2 be a type-2 semijoin and a type-2 2-way semijoin, respectively (see Fig. 3.1, 3.2) . Then, the propagation of the reduction effects of 8 to 82 and of ttot2are 8 to 82: Let 83 and t 3 be a type-3 semijoin and a type-3 2-way semijoin, respectively (see Fig. 3.1, 3.2) . Then, the propagation of the reduction effects of 8 to 83 and of t to t3 are The same as t to t 1 of type-1 above. 
type-4
Let 8 4 and t 4 be a type-4 semijoin and a type-4 2-way semijoin, respectively (see Fig. 3.1, 3.2) . Then, the propagation of the reduction effects of 8 to 84 and of ttot4are 8 For all types and all cases, the propagation of reduc tion effects by 2-way semijoins is further than by semi joins except one case in type-4. However, even in that case, the propagation by 2-way semijoins could be as far as by semi joins. To see this point, we restate that case:
When 84 E Se /\ t 4 E Te, i!Js always that s 4' E Se but it may be that t 4' E Te under the condition
F3.
Let t r be the reverse 2-way semijoin of t, that is, if t is Ri -A -+Rj, then t r is Rj -A -+Ri. We note that when t 4 is in T, t / is also in T. t / is of �ype-3 with respect to t (with respect to which t 4 is of type-4). Thus, if t / E Te , (t /)' E Te if E 2 does not hold, and the same reduction effects by t 4 could� achieved by (t /)' cost-effectively. If t / E Te, (t 4r)' E Tt if E 3 holds, and (t 4r)' could be per formed cost-effecti vely.
Concluding Remarks
In distributed query processing, the semijoin has been used as an effective operator in reducing relations. In this paper, we proposed a new relational alge bra opera tor, 2-way semijoin, for more cost-effective distributed query processing. By Lemma 1, its Corollaries and Le mma 2, we showed that the 2-way semijoin has more reduction power than the semijoin. Studying the interactions among 2-way semijoins and among semi joins, we also showed that the propagation of reduction effects by the 2-way semijoin is further than by the semlJom. We are now consi dering a set of new heuristics to gen erate a query processing strategy using 2-way semi joins. For example, some existing heuristic algorithms based on semijoins [4, 5] can be easily either modified by rep lacing semijoins with 2-way semijoins or extended by using 2-way semijoins together with semi J oms. The early simulation results showe d a little improvement in the former case and a significant improvement in the latter. The query processing strategy generated by a heuristic algorithm is, in general, suboptimal. The properties that an optimal se mijoin program should possess have been studied [71 and the algorithms for improving semi join programs have bee n proposed [10, 11, 20, 4, 22, 251. Most of these improving techniques for semijoin programs are applicable to query processing strategies using 2-way semijoins as well but we need to investi gate for the characteristics of them which are not present in semijoin programs for further improvements. 
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